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ABSTRACT Software Quality Control (SQC) techniques are widely used throughout the software 

development process with the objective of assessing and detecting anomalies that affect the quality of an 

information system. Privacy is one quality attribute of software systems for which several SQC techniques 

have been proposed in recent years. However, research has been carried out from different perspectives 

and, consequently, it has led to a growing body of knowledge scattered across different domains. To bridge 

this gap, we have carried out a systematic mapping study to provide practitioners and researchers with an 

overview of the state-of-the-art techniques to carry out software quality control of information systems 

focusing on aspects of privacy. Our results show a steady growth in the research efforts in this field. The 

European General Data Protection Regulation seems to have a significant influence on this growth, since 

37% of techniques that focus on assessing compliance derive their assessment criteria from this legal 

framework. The maturity of the techniques varies between the type of technique: Formal verification 

techniques exhibit the lowest level of maturity while the combination of techniques has demonstrated its 

successful application in real-world scenarios. The latter seems a promising avenue of research as it 

provides better results in terms of coverage, precision and effectiveness than the application of individual, 

isolated techniques. In this paper, we describe the existing SQC techniques focusing on privacy and provide 

a suitable basis for identifying future research directions. 

INDEX TERMS Data protection, information systems, mapping, privacy, software quality control, 

software engineering, systematic study 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Software Quality Control (SQC) [1] includes a set of 

activities that evaluates information systems (IS) throughout 

the entire development process to detect anomalies that may 

negatively affect software quality. While software quality 

involves several attributes, including security, reliability, and 

usability [2], privacy is another, recently addressed attribute 

that may affect software quality [3]. The propensity to embed 

this attribute during the development of an IS has been 

reflected in the Privacy by Design paradigm [4], which has 

been incorporated into several privacy regulations 

worldwide, such as article 25 of the European General Data 

Protection Regulation (GDPR) [5]. Like other quality 

attributes, privacy also needs to be evaluated throughout the 

development lifecycle of an IS in order to detect anomalies 

that could undermine it. Evaluation activities are even 

highlighted in some way though legal texts, e.g. GDPR Art. 

42 establishes the need for mechanisms to evaluate and 

demonstrate the compliance of the developed IS.  

There are several types of SQC techniques. Static 

techniques aim at assessing and finding anomalies in 

different representations or models of the system. Dynamic 

techniques examine the real behaviour of the system at 

runtime [1][6]. All of these techniques require the criteria or 

conditions that circumscribe when a particular quality 

attribute is preserved or violated to be defined in order to 

report an anomaly. However, the definition of these criteria 

or conditions is not a simple matter when dealing with 

privacy due to the plurality [7] and contestability [8] of the 

concept. For example, some SQC techniques can assume 

privacy as personal data confidentiality [9] and then report an 

anomaly when any exposure of such data occurs in the IS 

being evaluated. Other techniques can assume privacy as 

contextual integrity [10] and then report an anomaly only 
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when certain flows of personal data specific to a particular 

context are not met. 

In this context, research efforts into SQC techniques 

focusing on the detection of privacy-related anomalies have 

been conducted from different perspectives and are scattered 

across several research communities. This has resulted in a 

growing body of knowledge and a number of workshops, 

symposia, conference tracks and publications spread across a 

variety of domains. Some previous works have provided an 

overview of the SQC techniques focusing on other quality 

attributes (e.g. [11][12]) or have focused on a specific SQC 

technique (e.g.[13][14]). However, to the best of our 

knowledge, the state of the art still lacks an overview of SQC 

techniques that can support engineers in detecting privacy-

related anomalies throughout the development of IS.  

This paper presents the first overview of the different SQC 

techniques used to detect privacy-related anomalies 

throughout the development process of IS, obtained through 

a systematic mapping study. This paper also identifies the 

concrete software artefacts to which the SQC techniques are 

applied, as well as the targeted privacy properties and 

conditions used to detect anomalies. Finally, it provides 

quantitative evidence that support trends, an analysis of the 

level of maturity of the SQC techniques, and institutions in 

which research is conducted, and venues where results in the 

field are published.  

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 

provides a background into SQC techniques and the related 

concepts that have been considered in this study. Section 3 

presents the research method, i.e. the underlying process of 

the flow and tasks of the systematic mapping study, 

including the research questions and classification scheme. 

Section 4 provides the results of the mapping study, 

responding to the research questions formulated. Section 5 

presents a trend analysis, discusses the results and outlines 

the gaps observed. Section 6 examines the potential threats to 

the construct, internal and external validity, and how we have 

dealt with them. Section 7 summarises the existing surveys 

and highlights the differences with our study. Finally, Section 

8 presents the conclusions. 

II. BACKGROUND 

This section provides a summary of the fundamental 

concepts for understanding this study. First, it briefly 

describes the types and sub-types of SQC techniques, as well 

as other related concepts. Second, it describes a classification 

to determine the level of maturity of the contributions 

presented. 

A. SQC TECHNIQUES 

The Software quality control (SQC) domain, according to 

the SWEBOK [1], includes the techniques used for 

evaluating intermediate and final software products for the 

purpose of detecting anomalies. The term anomaly, which 

can adversely affect software quality, is a broad term 

which, in this study, implies that an IS (1) does not comply 

with its requirements or specifications, which may be 

derived from users’ expectations, policies or regulations; or, 

(2) contains vulnerabilities or deficiencies due to design 

issues, incorrect steps, process or data definition in the 

source code, or an improper system configuration [1][15]. 

This domain encompasses techniques for detecting 

anomalies rather than mitigating them, and the target of the 

evaluation is a software product rather than the 

development process.  

An SQC technique can fall into one of three types, namely 

static, dynamic or combined. A static technique does not 

need to execute an IS but analyses any readable 

representation of it. A dynamic technique needs to execute 

the IS or component in order to observe its real behavior [1]. 

A combined technique uses both static and dynamic 

techniques [13]. Each type of technique can be broken down 

into the subtypes presented in Table 1. While the subtype 

monitoring was identified during the refinement process 

when building the classification scheme (Section III-D), 

formal verification, inspection/review and testing are defined 

in the IEEE standard for System, Software, and Hardware 

Verification and Validation [6], and, finally, compilation and 

integration are defined in [13].  

There is a set of concepts related to the application of an 

SQC technique for assessing privacy, namely the target of 

evaluation, the evaluation objective and the privacy property 

assessed. The target of evaluation determines the specific 

TABLE 1. Subtypes of Software Quality Control techniques   

Type of 

technique 
Subtype 

Description 

Static 

Formal 

verification 

If it involves rigorous 

mathematical proofs of correctness 

to verify a property or formal 
specification. 

Inspection/ 

review 

If it involves a manual or 

automated analysis and checking 
of software system requirements, 

design models or code artifacts 

without executing them. 

 

Dynamic 

Testing 

If it captures the real behavior or 
operation of the software system in 

a controlled test environment and 

then compares it to the 
(un)expected behavior. 

Monitoring 

If it captures the real behavior or 

operation of the software system in 
a production environment and then 

compares it to the (un) expected 

behavior. 

Combined 

Compilation 

If static and dynamic techniques 
are combined to be applied with a 

common goal but in isolation, i.e. 

without the output of one technique 
being needed for the second one. 

Integration 

If static and dynamic techniques 

are combined to be applied with a 
common goal, and the output of 

one technique is used as an input to 

the second one. 
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software artefact to which an SQC technique is applied. The 

targeted software artefacts vary according to the type of SQC 

technique. On the one hand, for static techniques, the target 

of evaluation can be any model of a software-based IS as 

described in Table 2 [16]. On the other hand, for dynamic 

techniques, the target of evaluation is the executable 

software-based IS or component (program), which is 

executed to capture its behaviour; Table 3 describes the 

possible sources of behaviour.  

TABLE 3. Sources of behavior of dynamic techniques  

 

Attribute Description 

Program If the program behavior is captured by 

monitoring the traces of method invocations or 

data flows within the program under evaluation 

itself. It also includes programs instrumented 

with further log statements to capture behavior. 

Execution 
environment 

If the program behavior is captured by 
monitoring the calls the program makes to the 

execution environment. In this study, execution 

environment represents a particular execution 
platform, such as a virtual machine or an 

operating system. 

Network If the program behavior is captured by 
monitoring the network traffic relative to the 

program under evaluation. 

Other 

communication 
channels 

If the program behavior is captured by 

monitoring other sources than those mentioned 
above. For example, monitoring other 

communication channels such as Bluetooth. 

The evaluation objective determines the ultimate goal 

pursued by an SQC technique during the evaluation[1][17], 

as described in Table 4. 

Finally, the privacy property determines which aspect of 

privacy is addressed by an SQC technique. While there is 

still no single, widely accepted definition of privacy due to 

plurality [7], and the contestability [8] of the concept, we 

have used LINDDUN [18] and Hansen’s [19] privacy 

properties which are widely recognised in the privacy 

engineering research community.  Furthermore, they were 

selected because they provide a design-centered framework 

focused on the software system rather than on users or 

organizational aspects. Table 5 describes them. 

 
TABLE 5. Privacy Properties [6] [7] 

 

TABLE 2. Targets of evaluation of static techniques  

 

Attribute Description 

Requirements 
artifact  

If the evaluation is conducted on the requirements 
specification that captures a condition or capability 

to be met or possessed by a software system or 

component to satisfy user needs and expectations, 
standard, or other formally imposed document. 

Design 

artifact 

If the evaluation is conducted on any of the 

following artifacts:  
● Software architecture: if it is related to the 

overall structure of the software system, the 

main components, and their relationships (e.g. 
data flow between its components). 

● Interface: if it is related to the interfaces 

between components or user interfaces. 

● Component: if it is related to a particular 

software component (e.g. an algorithm to 

provide a particular functionality).  
● Database: if it is related to any type of data 

structure and its representation in a database. 

Code artifact If the evaluation is conducted on any kind of 

implementation including the coding of newly built 
software elements, existing software elements, third 

party software packages, or any combination of 
them. It then encompasses source code, object code 

or any intermediate representation, and 

configuration files. 

TABLE 4. Objectives pursued by studied techniques  
  

Attribute Description 

Defect 

detection 

If the evaluation aims to find vulnerabilities or 

deficiencies due to design issues, incorrect steps, 

processes or data definition in the source code, or 
improper system configuration that may potentially 

threaten a privacy aspect. . 

Specification 

verification 

If the evaluation aims to verify that a software 

system or component fulfils a specification, which 
can stem, e.g., from a privacy policy or regulation. 

User 

validation 

If the evaluation aims to validate that a software 

system meets the user’s preferences and 
expectations. Note that user validation implies that 

“users or customers provide input and advice on 

system testing” [17], it therefore requires the 

execution of a software system in an (almost) real 

environment and, of course, user participation. 

Privacy Prop. Description  

Identifiability 

(Anonymity 

/pseudonymity) 

It “means that the attacker cannot sufficiently 

identify the subject within a set of subjects, the 

anonymity set.” [6] 

Undetectability
/unobservabilit

y  

It “refers to hiding the user’s activities”. E.g. it is 
impossible to know whether an entry in a database 

corresponds to a real user, or to distinguish whether 

someone or no one is in a given location. [6] 

Unlinkability  “Unlinkability of two or more items of interest 

(IOIs, e.g., subjects, messages, actions, etc.) from 

an attacker’s perspective means that within the 
system (comprising these and possibly other items), 

the attacker cannot sufficiently distinguish whether 

these IOIs are related or not.” [9] 

Plausible 

deniability  

It refers to the ability of a system “to repudiate 

having performed an action”. [6] 

Non-disclosure 

of personal data 

Exposure of personal data to individuals or 

providers who are supposed to have access to it. [6] 

Awareness/Tra
nsparency 

It refers to the measures that a system itself can take 
to guide and educate the user concerning his or her 

personal data processing (e.g. collection and 

disclosure) and nudge the user into a more privacy-
aware use of the system. [6] 

Intervenability “Intervenability is defined as the property that 

intervention is possible concerning all ongoing or 
planned [personal] data processing” [7].  

Intervenability enables, e.g., to exercise the 

individuals’ rights to rectification and erasure of 
personal data, providing and withdrawing consent, 

and so on. Going beyond data protection rights, it 

enables users to control/decide what kind or 

information is processed about them. 

Compliance It refers to verifying and demonstrating that 

personal data processing meets data protection 
regulations and internal business policies. [6] 

Privacy and 

data protection 

If refers to privacy or data protection as a whole. 

We will use this value when the SQC technique 

does not mention a particular privacy property. 
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B. TYPES OF RESEARCH  

A type of research describes the maturity of a study based 

on the efforts its authors took to validate it. Specifically, the 

attributes of this dimension correspond to the types of 

research set by Wieringa et al. [20]. As shown in Table 6, it 

enables empirically-proven SQC techniques (i.e., 

evaluations and validations) to be differentiated from those 

which are non-empirically proven (i.e., solutions, 

philosophical, opinions or experiences). During the 

refinement process, certain criteria were set to distinguish 

between evaluations and validations, as both are based on 

empirical proofs. Thus, a study was classified as evaluation 

only if three criteria were met: (i) the SQC technique has 

been applied in a real-world IS; (ii) the SQC technique has 

been used in a real-world context; and, (iii) the study 

explicitly shows the results of evaluating an SQC technique 

and suggests a mature rather than an evolving technique. If 

any of these criteria are not met, we classified it as 

validation. 

TABLE 6. Attributes of the dimension “maturity level” [20] 

 

III. METHOD: MAPPING STUDY 

Our research followed the general guidelines for conducting 

systematic mapping study (SMS) studies in software 

engineering proposed by Petersen et al. [21]. An SMS is a 

systematic approach that aims to provide an overview of a 

research area of interest by showing quantitative evidence 

to identify trends. Adhering to the Petersen guidelines, we 

organised our tasks into a process flow consisting of three 

main stages: planning, conducting and reporting. Fig. 1 
details the SMS process flow and the tasks carried out 

throughout this research.  

 Planning

 Conducting

 Reporting

 Define the scope of the study

 Develop the SLM protocol

Perform paper selection strategy

Apply inclusion/exclusion criteria

Classify paper using classification scheme

Single and cross-dimension analysis

Identify gaps and trends

Report  RQs, SLM protocol, results, and 
replication package of the entire process

• Paper selection strategy
• Exclusion/inclusion criteria
• Classification scheme
• Extraction process
• Visualization means
• Threats to validity

• Goal
• Research questions (RQs)

 
FIGURE 1. Process flow and tasks of the systematic  mapping study 

The planning stage began with the formulation of the 

study scope, i.e. the main goal and research questions 

(RQs). On the basis of the RQs, we then defined the SMS 

protocol that includes the selection of the search strategy 

and search string, the exclusion and inclusion criteria for 

the candidate papers, the classification scheme and the 

extraction process, as well as the means for visualising the 

results, and the threats to validity. The protocol took into 

account lessons learned from Petersen [22] in order to 

ensure the quality of the study, such as peer-review 

validation, and the use of standards, well-known 

vocabularies and taxonomies of the field of research. 

The conducting stage followed the SMS protocol defined 

in the planning stage in order to answer the RQs. The first 

two tasks, i.e. the paper selection and the application of the 

inclusion/exclusion criteria, were carried out iteratively 

with the aim of refining the search string and the 

inclusion/exclusion criteria. Once stabilized, i.e. they 

passed a validation with a series of tests of the relevant 

papers and a peer review, we obtained a pool of candidate 

papers that were filtered by applying the 

inclusion/exclusion criteria. Next, the resulting subset of 

papers was coded using the classification scheme already 

defined and the results were analysed to answer the RQs. 

Type of 

research 

Description 

Evaluation 

Research 

“Techniques are implemented in practice and an 

evaluation of the technique is conducted. That means, it 
is shown how the technique is implemented in practice 

(solution implementation) and what are the 

consequences of the implementation in terms of benefits 
and drawbacks (implementation evaluation). This also 

includes to identify problems in industry.” 

Validation 

Research 

“Techniques investigated are novel or a significant 

update and have not yet been implemented in practice. 
Techniques used are for example experiments, i.e., work 

done in the laboratory.” 

Solution 
Proposal 

“A solution for a problem is proposed, the solution can 
be either novel or a significant extension of an existing 

technique. The potential benefits and the applicability 

of the solution is shown by a small example or a good 
line of argumentation.” 

Philosophical 

Papers 

“These papers sketch a new way of looking at existing 

things by structuring the field in form of a taxonomy or 
conceptual framework.” 

Opinion 

Papers 

“These papers express the personal opinion of 

somebody whether a certain technique is good or bad, 

or how things should be done. They do not rely on 
related work and research methodologies.” 

Experience 

Papers 

“Experience papers explain on what and how 

something has been done in practice. It has to be the 
personal experience of the author.” 
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Finally, in the reporting stage we analysed the results of 

the study by answering the RQs and attempting to identify 

the gaps and trends and consequently the directions for 

possible research. Further details on the different resources, 

data and procedures used can be found in the replication 

package at http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/zvp3986f5b.1  

In this section we focus on detailing the scope of the study 

(Section A) and the SMS protocol planned and conducted, 

specifically the paper selection strategy (Section B), the 

inclusion/exclusion criteria and procedure (Section C), the 

classification scheme (Section D), and the classification 

procedure (Section E). 

A.  SCOPE OF THE STUDY 

As illustrated in Figure 2, the scope of this study is centered 

on the intersection of three domains, namely (1) software 

quality control, (2) software-based information systems, and 

(3) privacy.  

- The Software quality control domain includes the 

techniques used for evaluating intermediate and final 

software products for the purpose of detecting 

anomalies. 

- The Software-based information system domain 

specifically covers application layer software, i.e., as 

Fielding describes, software that “represent the 

business-aware functionality of a system” [23], thus 

excluding software that mostly ignores business 

functionality, such as operating systems, networking 

software or cryptographic protocols. 

- The Privacy domain represents the quality attribute 

on which this study focuses.  

Therefore, the objective of this study is twofold: a) to 

identify and organize the state-of-the-art techniques 

systematically that can assist engineers in carrying out the 

software quality control of software-based IS focusing on 

privacy aspects; and, b) to provide suitable bases to outline 

the gaps and trends in this field of research and, 

subsequently, the directions for possible research to help fill 

them in. In order to achieve this objective, we have 

formulated the following research questions (RQ): 

RQ1. What SQC techniques have been proposed for 

finding privacy-related anomalies throughout the 

lifecycle of software-based IS? The cornerstone of this 

SMS is to gain knowledge into the state-of-the-art SQC 

techniques for finding privacy-related anomalies and thus 

identify the gaps and trends in this field of research. The 

state-of-the-art SQC techniques can be helpful for 

practitioners such as developers or auditors. Gaps, trends 

and possible research directions can be leveraged by 

researchers in this area. In order to acquire more details into 

SQC techniques, this RQ has been broken down as follows: 

RQ1.1. To which software artefacts are SQC 

techniques applied? As software-based IS can be 

evaluated throughout its entire lifecycle, our goal is to 

determine the specific software work products needed to 

apply the SQC techniques reported. 

RQ1.2. Which particular objectives are pursued by the 

reported SQC techniques? This information allows us to 

determine the objectives pursued by the identified SQC 

techniques: defect detection, compliance verification and 

user validation. 

RQ1.3. Which privacy properties are evaluated by the 

SQC techniques identified? There are multiple definitions 

of privacy, each described as a set of different properties. 

As each technique evaluates a given set of properties, our 

goal is to gain knowledge into the privacy properties that 

are evaluated by the reported SQC techniques. 

RQ2. What are the types of research conducted by the 

studies identified? This information is valuable for rating 

the maturity of the reported SQC techniques based on the 

efforts their authors took to evaluate them. For this purpose, 

we have used the types of research proposed by Wieringa et 

al. [20] that assign a level of maturity to each paper ranging 

from a minimum level, when a contribution is based only 

on opinions, to a maximum level, when a contribution has 

been evaluated empirically in real scenarios.  

RQ3.  Which institutions contribute most in this area 

and what are the venues for publishing? This 

information is useful for researchers and practitioners to 

know places where to start looking for information into this 

research area. 

B.  PAPER SELECTION STRATEGY 

We used a database-based strategy and the Scopus database 

to find high-quality refereed research literature, including 

journal and conference papers. Scopus indexes high-quality 

peer-reviewed papers from the main digital libraries used in 

the area of research we are interested in, including IEEE 

Xplore, Springer Link, Science Direct, and ACM. This 

database has also been used by other relevant papers 

reporting related systematic studies (e.g. [24], [25]). 

Furthermore, between Scopus and Web of Science (WoS), 

Cavacini states in his study “What is the best database for 

computer science journal articles?” that Scopus is better 

than WoS for identifying computer science publications 

[26]. 

Based on the SMS scope presented in Section A, we built 

the search string as a conjunction of the three aforementioned 

research domains (SQC techniques, software-based IS and 

privacy). We used well-known standards, vocabularies and 

SQC 
techniques

Privacy

Software based 
IS

Scope of 
this SLM

 

FIGURE 2. Scope of this study 
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taxonomies in the field of research, to build a search string 

capable of retrieving all related papers, including: 

- top level terms (privacy and data protection) to have 

as many papers as possible,  

- synonyms of software-based IS obtained from 

taxonomies and vocabularies, including the 2017 

IEEE Thesaurus Version 1.0 [27], ACM Computing 

Classification System 2012 [28], and Systems and 

Software Engineering – Vocabulary ISO/IEC/IEEE 

24765 [15]), and, 

- terms related to software quality control defined in 

the SWEBOK [1] and the IEEE Standard for System 

and Software Verification and Validation [6]. 

Our search string was the conjunction (AND) of the three 

research domains and each of them was, in turn, 

represented as a disjunction (OR) of all domain-related 

terms. Table 7 presents the final search string with the 

domains and related terms. This search string was coined 

after a four-iteration process, in which the results of each 

iteration were validated with a test-set of 15 relevant papers 

provided by an experienced privacy engineering researcher. 

The initial search string was refined through the retrieval of 

all related papers. In some cases, the search string was 

expanded to include more terms (e.g. “compliance”, 

“application”, “app”), while in others, they were removed 

as they added so much noise (e.g. “protocol”). Furthermore, 

in order to eliminate irrelevant papers when using isolated 

terms, we used compound terms (e.g. “quality assurance”) 

and compound terms joined by the w/3 Scopus operation 

(e.g. “static” w/3 “analysis”, which means that “static” can 

appear before or after “analysis” by no more than 3 words). 

Further details on the search string definition are presented 

in the replication package. 

Once the search string was fully refined, a query was 

made to search within the title, abstract and keywords of 

papers obtaining 13,180 papers. This was carried out on 

July 24, 2019. 
 

C. INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION PROCEDURE 

We conducted an inclusion and exclusion procedure to 

further filter the candidate papers, as not all papers retrieved 

from the search query fall within the scope of our study.  

Scopus 
DB

Search 
string

Scopus-based 
filtering

Citation-based 
filtering 

Full-text 
screening64 papers

Automated processing

13180 5264

Manual processing

Abstract-based 
screening

Title-based 
screening

2708

981274

FIGURE 3. Inclusion and exclusion procedure 
 

Figure 3 details the procedure that consisted of an automated 

processing followed by a manual processing. The automated 

processing involved two main tasks: Scopus-based filtering 

according to the inclusion criteria shown in Table 8, and 

citation-based filtering according to the year of publishing 

and the minimum number of citations listed in Table 9. After 

applying the Scopus-based filtering we obtained a pool of 

5,264 candidate papers was obtained. We then filtered by the 

minimum number of citations a paper should have to fall 

above the 50th percentile of papers in the Computer Science 

category, according to the Thomson Reuters indicators [29]. 

Note that for papers published before 2009 and 2019, the 

minimum citations were kept at 6 and 0, respectively. At the 

end of this stage, a set of 2,708 papers passed to manual 

processing.  

TABLE 8. Inclusion criteria applied by Scopus-based filtering 

Filter Values 

Research field Computer Science 

Engineering 
Decision Sciences 

Publication date < = 2019 

Document type Conference paper 

[Journal/Magazine] Article 

Language English 

Keywords "Privacy" or "Data Protection" or 

"Privacy Preserving" or "Security And 

Privacy" or "Privacy Protection" or 
"Computer Privacy" or "Privacy 

Preservation" or "Privacy And Security" or 

"Location Privacy" or "Privacy 
Requirements" or "Privacy risks" or 

"Privacy analysis" or "Data Privacy" 

 

TABLE 9. Minimum number of citations required – 50th percentile in 
computer science 

TABLE 7. Final search string 

("privacy" OR "data protection") 

AND 

("software" OR "system" OR "computing" OR 

"computation" OR "computer" OR "informatics" OR 

"application" OR "information") 

AND 

("quality assurance" OR "quality control" OR 

"quality assessment" OR "validation" OR 

"verification" OR "testing" OR "compliance" OR  

"compliant" OR ("static" W/3 "analysis" ) OR ( 

"dynamic" W/3 "analysis") OR ( "static" W/3  

"technique") OR ("dynamic" W/3 "technique") OR  

("analysis" W/3 "privacy") OR ("evaluation" W/3  

"privacy") OR ("assessment" W/3 "privacy")) 

Publishing year Minimum citations 

Before 2009 6 
2010 or 2013 5 

2014 4 

2015 or 2016 3 
2017 

2018 

2 

1 

2019 0 
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The manual processing consisted of a screening based on 

titles, abstracts and full texts, with the goal of including 

papers reporting primary contributions that fall at the 

intersection of the three domains presented in Section A 

(SQC techniques, software-based IS, and privacy and data 

protection). With the support of the CADIMA tool [30], we 

have applied the inclusion criteria as a decision tree, as 

shown in Figure 4. Thus, we excluded papers that: 

- exclusively focused on presenting the results of 

evaluating one or more software-based IS by using 

state-of-the-art SQC techniques or tools, but the 

contribution is not an SQC technique itself (e.g. 

[31][32][33][34]). 

- focused only on anomaly mitigation techniques 

rather than anomaly detection (e.g. [35][36][37]) 

- focused solely on the criteria through which a 

software system is evaluated, without describing an 

SQC technique (e.g. [38][39][40]). 

- the object under evaluation is not a software-based 

IS, but datasets in isolation (e.g. [41][42][43][44]), 

privacy policies (e.g. [45][46][47]), business 

processes (e.g. [48][49][50]), network protocols (e.g. 

[51][52][53]), or cryptography- and obfuscation-

based protocols (e.g. [54][55][56] [57]). 

- exclusively reports an SQC technique that is only 

applicable to one specific software-based IS and 

which can hardly be reused for another software 

based IS (e.g. [58][59]) 

- exclusively focused on privacy risk assessment to 

elicit the requirements of a privacy-friendly 

software-based IS (e.g. [60][61]) or to quantify a 

privacy risk (e.g. [62][63][64]), but not to detect 

privacy-related anomalies. 

- focused solely on SQC techniques for evaluating 

security-related anomalies or malware, but privacy 

or data protection are barely mentioned in the 

abstract or introduction sections (e.g. 

[65][66][67][68]). We did include papers reporting 

on general SQC techniques that, at least, provide an 

experiment or discussion related to privacy or data 

protection.  

These exclusion criteria were added as “clues” using the 

CADIMA options, so that they were visible to the 

screeners.  

Three possible values were used to label each paper: 

included, when all inclusion criteria and no exclusion 

criteria were met; excluded, when the paper met some 

exclusion criterion or did not meet an inclusion criterion, 

and; unclear, when the screener had some doubts. Prior to 

the main screening, a team of three researchers (screeners) 

conducted a four-iteration pilot in 92 papers (23 in each 

iteration), aimed at normalizing their criteria for including 

and excluding papers. After each iteration, divergences in 

papers labeled were discussed and agreed upon. After 

obtaining a 91% success rate and a Krippendorff’s alpha 

inter-coder reliability coefficient of 0.748, we then moved 

to the main screening stage. 

 

papers

Primary contribution?

SQC technique?

Privacy or data 

protection?

Software-based IS?

yes

no

no

no

no

Exclude paper

next

Unclear paper

unclear

next

yes

yes

Include paper

yes

unclear

unclear

unclear

 

FIGURE 4. Criteria for inclusion 

 

The main screening consisted of three stages, i.e. 

screening based on titles, abstracts and full texts. In each 

stage, the screeners worked individually on different sets of 

papers that CADIMA provides automatically. However, in 

order to ensure the inter-coder reliability, in the first two 

stages (screening based on title and abstract), 10% of the 

papers were reviewed by at least two screeners, while in the 

full-text screening all the papers were reviewed by two 

screeners. Divergences in labeled papers were discussed 

and agreed upon by the team. 

In the title-based screening, after screening 2,708 papers, a 

pool of 981 candidate papers was labeled as included or 

unclear and passed to the next stage. Similarly, in the 

abstract-based screening, 274 candidate papers were labeled 

as included or unclear and moved to the final stage. In the 

full-text screening, screeners carried out a mandatory and an 

adaptive depth reading, i.e. the title, abstract, introduction 

and conclusions were mandatory, but if this information was 

not enough, the screeners read the section explaining the 

SQC technique. As already mentioned, at this stage all 274 

papers were reviewed by two screeners, discussing and 

agreeing when divergences appeared. This process led to the 

selection of 64 papers for this study, whose bibliographic 

data are shown in the Appendix.  
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FIGURE 5. Classification scheme 

D.  CLASSIFICATION SCHEME 

The classification scheme was built using existing recognized 

classifications and then refining them iteratively. As 

suggested in the Petersen guidelines [22], we defined an 

initial scheme based on existing taxonomies and 

classifications widely recognized in the research community 

in order to support comparability. This scheme then evolved 

iteratively either by merging or adding new categories (e.g. 

combined SQC techniques) or by breaking down categories 

into subcategories (e.g. dynamic techniques into testing and 

monitoring). For this process, we took advantage of the full-

text screening and a three-iteration pilot to classify 21 papers 

(7 papers per iteration) using an online form in Google Docs. 

Each paper was coded by the three researchers and, at the end 

of each iteration, divergences were discussed in detail, 

refining the classification scheme if needed.  

Figure 5 shows the final and stable scheme used to classify 

the 64 papers consistently. Each paper was coded by 

assigning one or more attributes (white boxes) to each of the 

five dimensions (dark grey boxes) and other further 

dimensions depending on the type of SQC technique (light 

grey boxes). The dimensions and attributes shown in Figure 

5 allowed us to answer RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3 as marked in 

brackets. The attributes relative to RQ1 and RQ2 were 

further elaborated in Section II. As for RQ3’s attributes, they 

were obtained from the papers’ bibliographic data to analyze 

the active countries or regions, active researchers’ institutions 

(affiliations), and main venues at which papers are targeted in 

this field of research (type of document, i.e. journal or 

conference, and event name). 

E. CLASSIFICATION PROCEDURE 

A team of three researchers (coders) carried out the 

classification of the 64 papers included, using the scheme 

presented in Section D. For each paper, the attributes of 

dimension Institutions and venues (RQ3) were automatically 

extracted from the structured bibliographic data provided by 

Scopus, while the attributes of the other dimensions were 

manually coded by at least two researchers using an online 

form in Google Docs. The coders carried out a mandatory 

and an adaptive depth reading approach, i.e. the title, 

abstract, introduction and conclusions were mandatory before 

coding, but if this information was not enough, the coders 

reviewed the section explaining the SQC technique.  The 

codification was carried out in subsets of five papers (the last 
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of four papers), discussing and agreeing when divergences 

appeared and then moving on to the next subset of papers. 

Full details of the classification procedure are described in 

the codebook, which can be found in the replication package 

at http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/zvp3986f5b.1 

IV. RESULTS 

This section presents the results of the SMS to answer the 

three research questions. The findings were derived from 

explicit observations and trends in the collective results of the 

research team rather than individual researcher 

interpretations. Figure 6 shows the distribution of the papers, 

which have been published throughout the last 20 years. The 

number of publications has increased continuously since 

2010. This has increased even more in the last five years 

(from 2015 to 2019), which concentrates more than two 

thirds of the total number of published articles (46 out of 64) 

despite papers from the second half of 2019 not being 

considered, as the study started in July 2019.   

 

 
FIGURE 6. Distribution of selected papers by publishing year 

In the following subsections we respond to the research 

questions: Section A presents the results regarding the SQC 

techniques for detecting privacy-related anomalies, reported 

in the literature (RQ1), findings on the level of maturity of 

reported SQC techniques (RQ2) are presented in Section B, 

and finally Section C shows the institutions and venues for 

publishing in the domain (RQ3). Throughout this section we 

refer to the papers studied by the number ID used in the 

replication package in order make traceability easier.  

A. RQ1. WHAT SQC TECHNIQUES HAVE BEEN 
PROPOSED FOR FINDING PRIVACY-RELATED 
ANOMALIES THROUGHOUT THE SOFTWARE 
DEVELOPMENT PROCESS? 

Figure 7 provides a summary of the types and subtypes of 

SQC techniques that have been reported in our pool of 64 

papers, according to the categories discussed in Section III-

D. We can see in Figure 7 that the research efforts for 

finding privacy-related anomalies in software-based IS are 

led by static techniques (53%), followed by dynamic 

techniques (30%), and combined techniques (17%). Note 

that when a paper reports a combined technique, it is 

necessarily made up of two individual SQC techniques 

working together: one static technique and one dynamic 

technique. As a result, the papers studied report a total of 75 

different instances of static and dynamic techniques for 

assessing software-based IS in order to detect privacy-

related anomalies: 34 falling into the static technique 

category and 19 into the dynamic technique (see Figure 7a), 

plus 11 static techniques and 11 dynamic techniques which 

were combined to be applied with a common goal (see 

Figure 7b). In the following sub-sections we elaborate on 

these results in more detail. 

• Static techniques 

As shown in Figure 7a, the majority of research into static 

techniques fall into the inspection and review subtype (19 

out of 34 instances), whereas the remaining 15 instances 

strive to detect anomalies through formal verification 

techniques. Inspection and review techniques follow two 

main approaches: model-based analysis on design artifacts 

(ID34, ID131, ID195, ID97, ID519, ID1067) and program 

static analysis on code artifacts (see the remaining 

inspection/review techniques in Figure 7a).  The former rely 

on structural and behavioral design models that have been 

annotated with privacy-specific information (e.g. personal 

data category, purpose, recipient); they are then checked for 

compliance with customer preferences expressed as Privacy 

Level Agreements. The latter is performed on the object 

code, source code or configuration files of IS in order to 

detect potential disclosures of personal data.  

As for formal verification, these techniques use two main 

approaches in order to prove that formal representations of 

privacy-friendly IS are compliant with privacy 

requirements: theorem proving and model checking [69]. 

Formal verification techniques that rely on theorem proving 

(ID3, ID17, ID21, ID25, ID31, ID1494, ID1684, ID1951, 

ID1992) are not necessarily an automated approach, but 

may require the involvement of an expert analyst to derive 

a conclusion iteratively (i.e., theorem) with the support of 

reasoning tools. Conversely, formal verification techniques 

that rely on model checking automatically prove a 

proposition (i.e. privacy requirement specification) through 

the brute-force exploration of all relevant states of the 

information system (see the remaining formal verification 

techniques in Figure 7a).  

• Dynamic techniques 

Research efforts on dynamic techniques are also significant 

(30%) and have been almost equally divided between 

testing techniques (9 out of 19) and monitoring techniques 

(10 out of 19). Testing techniques capture and analyze 

traces of three different sources of behavior, namely 

execution environment, network traffic, and the 

instrumented programs. Almost all of them focus on 

detecting disclosures of personal data.  

Monitoring techniques are aimed mainly at demonstrating 

compliance with privacy policies by collecting well-

structured logs during the operation of the software-based 

IS,  although  they  are  also  used  to  detect  privacy policy 

http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/zvp3986f5b.1
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violations and then take remedial actions at the 

development level (ID2100, ID2228, ID1195). 

• Combined techniques 

The combined techniques have also received attention from 

researchers, although still at a low rate (17%). Figure 7b 

shows that static and dynamic techniques were either 

compiled (i.e., each operates separately) or integrated (i.e., 

both operate complementarily by building an evaluation 

pipeline) in order to improve coverage, precision or 

efficiency of the detection of privacy-related anomalies.  

Almost half of the efforts in combined techniques (5 out 

of 11) fall into the compilation subtype and pursue the 

improvement of coverage either by (1) covering a larger 

portion of the software-based IS being evaluated (ID79, 

ID1066) or (2) covering a broader set of privacy-related 

anomalies (ID5, ID162, ID1051, ID1066).  

On the other hand, an equally significant effort in the 

combined techniques (6 out of 11) is framed within the 

integration subtype and pursues either (1) the improvement 

in precision by using a dynamic technique to assert or 

eliminate potential privacy-related anomalies previously 

detected by a static technique (ID1070, ID1078, ID1572, 

ID2686), or (2) the improvement in efficiency in order to 

detect privacy-related anomalies in a shorter period of time 

(ID128, ID1043).  

In the following subsections, the reported SQC techniques 

are set out in more detail by presenting their surrounding 

elements. Specifically, we present the software artefacts 

that are the specific target of evaluation of the techniques 

studied (Section 1), the particular objective which is 

pursued by the techniques (Section 2) and the privacy 

property and the reference criteria through which a software 

system is evaluated (Section 3). It is worth emphasizing 

that we do not report on these individual elements unless 

described in connection with an SQC technique. 

1) RQ1.1. IN WHICH SOFTWARE ARTIFACTS ARE SQC 
TECHNIQUES APPLIED? 

As explained in Section II, we have broken down the 

classification of the software artefacts depending on 

whether they are inputs for static or dynamic techniques. 

For the static techniques we have identified the readable 

representations (i.e., software artefacts) of the software-

based IS from which the models to be analysed are 

extracted (see Figure 8). For dynamic techniques, we have 

identified three different checkpoints (i.e. source of 

behaviour) used for monitoring and logging the relevant 

execution traces, which are then analysed to detect privacy-

related anomalies (see Figure 9). For both we distinguish 

the subtypes.  

We can see in Figure 8 that almost two thirds (65%) of 

static techniques (24 inspection/review and 4 formal 

verification) take a type of code artifact as input in order to 

extract privacy relevant models. Three different kinds of 

code artefacts were used: configuration files, source code, 

and object code.  

 

 

(a) Individual approaches  

 
(b) Combined approaches  

FIGURE 7. Software quality control techniques proposed in the studied papers 
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FIGURE 8. Target of evaluation of the static techniques  

• Object code 

A large majority of static techniques (4 formal verifications 

and 16 inspections/reviews) take the object code of Android 

applications (i.e. Dalvik bytecode) as input for the analysis. 

Almost all of them decompile the object code into other 

intermediate representations before analysis in order to 

leverage generic frameworks already implemented for flow 

analysis, for instance, into Smali (e.g., ID79, ID134, 

ID1043, 1066), Jimple (e.g., ID536, ID1070), Shimple (e.g. 

ID81) or Java bytecode (e.g. ID120).  These generic 

frameworks enable program models to be extracted from 

the object code by generating well-known data structures 

such as call graphs (CG) or control flow graphs (CFG). 

Privacy analysis is then carried out, for example, by 

propagating taint information through these data structures 

and carrying out a backward or forward tracing, inter alia, 

to determine the reachability between sensitive sources and 

sinks and hence detect potential disclosures of personal 

data. 

• Source code 

Six techniques require the use of source code as input. 

While several of them use the source code in a similar way 

to the aforementioned approach (ID9, ID13, ID1051), we 

distinguish here profile-based techniques that detect the 

potential disclosure of personal data after the statistical 

learning of a benign profile (1) by using static code metrics 

as predictors, including lines of code, number of functions, 

functional complexity, and another 18 metrics (ID266), and 

(2) by using the paths of typical flows of personal data 

between sensitive sources and sinks (ID2686). The other 

approach (ID959) carries out a syntactic analysis looking 

for dark code patterns (i.e. code smells) in the source code, 

for example, code statements accessing unique hardware 

identifiers or the use of dynamic permission with missing 

revocation statements, which may indicate the presence of 

some privacy anomalies. 

 

 

• Configuration files 

As for the configuration files, the Manifest and Layout files 

of Android applications were the target of evaluation of 6 

techniques studied. The Manifest file encodes a declarative 

permission model that is significant for privacy assessment, 

particularly to detect whether an application is over-

privileged when accessing sensitive personal data (i.e., 

request more permissions than necessary). Some techniques 

merely rely on the Android protection levels to analyse the 

declaration of “dangerous permissions” in the Manifest 

(ID5), other techniques additionally manually check 

whether these dangerous permissions were declared in the 

applications’ privacy policies (ID162), while others, once 

generated CG and CFG of the application, search for 

permission-protected API methods and then detect whether 

the permissions declared in the Manifest are actually being 

used (ID81, ID1066, ID1070). The Manifest also includes 

high-level architectural information which is leveraged by 

some techniques studied to ascertain all built-in 

components and hence improve the detection of the 

disclosure of personal data (ID81, ID1066).  

Similarly, some techniques (ID128) leverage the Layout 

file, which defines the structure of the applications’ user 

interfaces (UI), in order to retrieve clickable UI elements 

and therefore focus only on those tasks that users can 

interact with and that may trigger a personal data 

disclosure. 

• Architecture model 

In terms of design artifacts, architecture models have been 

used by a third of the SQC techniques studied (15 formal 

verification and 5 inspection/review). On the one hand, 

formal verification techniques take Unified Modeling 

Language (UML) models as input [70] which are then 

translated into formal models (e.g., ID1166) or directly take 

formal models that have been specified through available 

declarative frameworks (e.g., ID3, ID17, ID31). Most of the 

resulting formal models provide a description of the 

software-based IS architecture, focusing especially on the 
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actors, the system components and their relationships, 

represented as personal data flows between them. Then, 

using one of the aforementioned formal verification 

approaches (i.e. model checking or theorem proving), one 

or more of the formal properties that an architecture should 

satisfy (e.g., purpose limitation or data minimization) are 

proven.  

On the other hand, the inspection/review techniques take 

different structural and behavioral system models as input, 

including UML class, activity, component and deployment 

diagrams (ID34, ID97, ID131, ID219) and data flows 

diagrams (ID1067), which are manually annotated with 

convenient privacy elements (i.e. purpose, visibility, 

granularity and retention period). Privacy verification then 

relies on these annotated models to check whether or not 

customer privacy level agreements, specified in terms of the 

aforementioned elements, are met.  

• User interfaces 

Privacy-friendly user interfaces are another design artifact 

that has been minimally used as input for an SQC technique 

in order to assess transparency aspects (only the ID195 

technique uses it). Similarly, only one of the techniques 

studied (ID1494) takes the requirements specification as 

input from different but dependent IS in order to detect 

potential data repurposing and over-collection.  

• Execution environment 

As shown in Figure 9, the execution environment is the 

primary checkpoint used by dynamic techniques to capture 

the relevant execution traces of the software-based IS being 

evaluated (11 testing techniques and 3 monitoring 

techniques). In some cases, the execution environment is 

instrumented in order to perform, for example, dynamic 

taint analysis (ID164, ID1043, ID1056, ID1911, ID2206, 

ID2228). In other cases, the execution environment is 

merely extended with available frameworks that allow 

certain sensitive methods invoked by the software system to 

be hooked (ID79, ID125, ID128, ID174). Each invocation, 

argument(s), return values and other relevant information 

are then logged for further analysis. Once execution traces 

are logged, they are analysed in order to detect violations of 

the least privilege principle (ID128), measure the user’s 

awareness after a personal data disclosure (ID1056), while 

the remaining ones focused on detecting the disclosure of 

personal data. These approaches require the privileges 

necessary to modify the execution environment, whereas 

the software-based IS being evaluated remains unchanged. 

• Program 

The program is also largely used by dynamic techniques as 

a checkpoint to capture the execution traces. Most 

monitoring techniques (8 techniques) rely on pieces of code 

(i.e. monitor code) conveniently embedded by a software-

based IS, with the aim of writing structured logs during its 

execution. These structured logs are then used by the eight 

techniques to check whether the software-based IS being 

evaluated complies with privacy policies or regulations. 

Only one monitoring technique (ID1029) relies on manual 

checking of stored logs, but the remaining seven techniques 

identified in Figure 9 focus primarily on automatic 

compliance checking through the use of reasoning logic 

approaches.  

On the other hand, most of the testing techniques 

instrumentalize the software-based IS prior to its execution 

by adding monitor code around sensitive methods to log 

their invocation, while keeping the execution environment 

unchanged. Afterwards, logged information is analyzed in 

order to detect violations of the least privilege principle 

(ID1070) or personal data disclosures (ID1078, ID1257, 

ID1572). There is a key difference between monitoring and 

testing techniques regarding the use of the program as a 

source of behavior. In the former, the monitor code is 

embedded by the developers from the design of the 

software system, thus containing sufficient contextual 

information to check compliance.  On the other hand, 

testing techniques instrument third-party programs, 

requiring its decompiling and placing the monitor code  

accordingly. 

• Network traffic 

A smaller number of dynamic techniques use network 

traffic as a source of behavior (5 testing techniques and 1 

monitoring technique) in order to detect the disclosure of 

 

FIGURE 9. Source of behavior of dynamic techniques 
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personal data of the software-based IS being evaluated. 

Three of them deploy a proxy between the software-based 

IS and the remote counterpart servers to carry out a man-in-

the-middle attack and then intercept network packets (ID5, 

ID199, ID1257, ID1805), while the remaining one 

(ID1066) takes advantage of a built-in feature of the 

emulator used to capture network traffic. Once network 

traffic is captured, it is analyzed by searching for keywords, 

phrases or regular expressions relative to personal data 

(ID5, ID1066), calculating similarity rather than precise 

string matching (ID1257), or building a catalogue of key-

value pairs related to personal data, which is then used to 

detect personal data disclosure looking for either key or 

value (ID199). Moreover, a monitoring technique (ID1805) 

aims at analyzing outbound network traffic searching for 

fingerprints of the personal data rather than personal data 

itself, thus preserving the confidentiality of the owner’s 

personal data in the production environment. 

2) RQ1.2. WHICH PARTICULAR OBJECTIVE IS 
PURSUED BY REPORTED SQC TECHNIQUES? 

We classified the SQC techniques according to the 

ultimate objective they pursued, i.e. defect detection, 

specification verification, and user validation. Figure 10 

and Table 10 shows a summary of these results. 

• Defect detection 

Almost all of the research efforts are equally divided 

between techniques that pursue defect detection (51%) and 

specification verification (47%), while only one technique 

(2%) pursues user validation. The techniques aimed at 

defect detection are primary carried out at the code level. 

Accordingly, as shown in Figure 10, the integration, 

testing, and program static analysis (a form of 

inspection/review as for [1])) are mainly used for this 

purpose. As explained further in Section III-A-3, almost all 

these SQC techniques focus on detecting the potential 

disclosure of personal data on the basis of an ad-hoc set of 

predefined rules at the code level, i.e., connections between 

sensitive method-level sources and sinks. Only two 

techniques pursue defect detection at the architectural level: 

one of them (ID1067) matches the flows of personal data, 

modelled as DFD (Data Flow Diagrams), against a set of 

threat patterns, while the other (ID31) models attack 

scenarios and prove whether the data minimization 

properties of a software architecture have been met. 

• Specification verification 

The specification verification is also pursued by a 

significant number of the techniques studied (47%). They 

have been applied primarily at the design stage through 

formal specification and model-based analysis (a form of 

inspection/review as for [1])) and at the maintenance stage 

through monitoring techniques. In contrast to techniques 

pursuing defect detection, these techniques check whether 

the IS being evaluated complies (or not) with a predefined 

set of (non-) permitted flows of personal data that have 

been specified in either the privacy policies, privacy level 

agreements or requirements specifications. Thirty-seven 

percent of the SQC techniques (11 out of 30) aimed at 

specification verification derive their compliance criteria 

from the GDPR (ID3, ID5, ID9, ID13, ID21, ID25, ID34, 

ID131, ID162, ID199, ID519). The other three derive from 

EU-DPD, the pre-GDPR European regulatory framework 

(ID17, ID97, ID1029), others from HIPAA (ID1948, 

ID1193, ID2130), while the remaining are of a generic 

nature. Finally, some papers used the term privacy policy to 

refer to an ad-hoc code-level set of (non-) allowed flows of 

personal data between sensitive sources and sinks (c.f. 

ID1921); they were categorised as defect detection. 

• User validation 

User validation is only pursued by a user-centered testing 

technique (ID195), which provides users with different 

design alternatives in order to evaluate aspects related to 

transparency/awareness and then receiving feedback from 

them. Note that we did study some techniques that assess 

whether a software-based IS meets the customer 

preferences specified through PLAs (ID34, ID97, ID131, 

ID1805, ID2100); however, these have not been 

categorized as user validation, as there is not really any 

user/customer involvement or feedback from them. 

3) RQ1.3. WHICH PRIVACY PROPERTIES ARE 
EVALUATED BY THE SQC TECHNIQUES IDENTIFIED? 

The 64 papers studied have primarily focused on two 

privacy properties: (non-)disclosure of personal 

information and compliance. These privacy properties are 

targeted by 93% of the SQC techniques, 48% and 45% 

respectively, while a small 5% targeted awareness/ 

transparency. On the other hand, there were no appearances 

of SQC techniques assessing several privacy properties: 

identifiability, undetectability, unlinkability, plausible 

deniability, and intervenability. Table 11 shows the 

distribution of the privacy properties, arranged according to 

the SQC technique that addresses them. 

• Non-disclosure of personal data 

Anomalies relative to the (non-)disclosure of personal data 

are evaluated using different techniques, the 

inspection/review (10), testing (6) and combined (7) being 

the techniques mostly used for this purpose. As explained 

in Section II-D, the disclosure of personal data implies that 

personal data are exposed to individuals or providers who 

are not supposed to have access to it. Different criteria or 

conditions have been used to determine anomalies relative 

to this property. Thus, the majority of techniques warn of 

the disclosure of personal data when they detect that 

personal data merely leaves the IS being evaluated, 

assuming that anyone could access them (ID120, ID134, 

ID164, ID266, ID293, ID361, ID536, ID1026, ID1039, 

ID1043, ID1044, ID1078, ID1137, ID1195, ID1257, 

ID1572, ID1911, ID1921, ID2107, ID2206, ID2228, 

ID2686). Two of them (ID127, ID174) focus on detecting 

who is accessing the personal data (i.e., third-party libraries 

or the IS itself), and then alert to disclosures of personal 

data only when third-parties do so. 
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The other technique (ID128) focuses on discriminating 

whether access to certain personal data is required for a 

core functionality of the IS or for another secondary (third-

party) task; when the latter occurs, a potential disclosure of 

personal data is alerted. Finally, other techniques warn of 

potential future disclosures by detecting whether an IS has 

been granted unnecessary authorization/permissions to 

access personal data, i.e. it is over-privileged (ID112, 

ID128, ID959, ID1066, ID1070). 

• Compliance 

Different conditions have been used in order to detect and 

then warn of anomalies relative to the property compliance, 

which is targeted by a significant number of SQC 

techniques (30 out of 64). Some of them leverage the 

detection of disclosure of personal data, in a similar way as 

that explained in the previous paragraph, but they also 

check that the access or share of certain categories of 

personal data have been declared in their textual privacy 

policies (ID79, ID81, ID162, ID199).  Others emphasize 

the convenient aggregation of the results of detecting 

disclosures of personal data to represent them at different 

levels of abstraction, i.e. from developer level to data 

protection officer level, and then check that the categories 

of personal data have been declared in their formal privacy 

policies (ID9,  ID13).  Yet other techniques go beyond just 

considering the category of personal data to warn of a 

potential anomaly relative to compliance, but the criteria or 

conditions also consider the entity accessing or sending a 

certain category of personal data, the entity receiving the 

personal data, or the purpose or role of these entities (ID3, 

ID17, ID25, ID82, ID1029, ID1051, ID1193, ID1494, 

ID1684) and, in some cases, whether they have the consent 

to do so (ID21, ID1948, ID2130, ID5). 

 
 

FIGURE 10. Distribution of the objectives pursued by the reported SQC techniques 

 

TABLE 10. Goals pursued by the reported SQC Techniques 
 

Technique 

type 
Subtype Defect detection Specification verification 

User 

validation 

Static 

Formal 
verification 

ID31, ID120, ID1026, ID1039, 

ID1044 
(5) 

ID3, ID17, ID21, ID25, ID1166, 

ID1494, ID1684, ID1951, ID1992, 
ID2406 

(10) 

 

(0) 

Inspection/review 

ID112, ID134, ID266, ID293, 
ID361, ID536, ID959, ID1067, 

ID1137, ID1921, ID2107 

(11) 

ID9, ID13, ID34, ID81, ID97, ID131, 
ID519 

(7) 

ID195  
(1) 

Dynamic 

Testing 
ID96, ID125, ID164, ID174, 

ID1056, ID1257, ID1911, ID2206  

(8) 

ID199 
(1) 

 

(0) 

Monitoring 
ID1195 , ID2228  
(2) 

ID82, ID1029, ID1193, ID1805, 
ID1930, ID1948, ID2100, ID2130 

(8) 

 

(0) 

Combined 

Integration 

ID128, ID1043, ID1070, ID1078, 

ID1572, ID2686 
(6)  

 

(0) 

 

(0) 

Compilation 
ID1066 

(1) 

ID5, ID79, ID162, ID1051 

(4) 

 

(0) 
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In the same vein, some techniques warn of anomalies 

relative to compliance, when IS architecture models deviate 

from four privacy checks (i.e., purpose, visibility, 

granularity, and retention) specified by customers through 

a PLA (ID34, ID97, ID131, ID519, ID2100). The 

remaining techniques also pointed out that they address the 

property compliance, although they have not defined 

concrete criteria or conditions but general (ad-hoc) privacy 

requirements (e.g. ID1166, ID1930, ID1951, ID2406).  

• Awareness/transparency 

A small number of techniques studied (3) targeted the 

property awareness/transparency. Two of them (ID96, 

ID1056) assess whether the IS interfaces provide or display 

concrete functionality or information (e.g., offer forms of 

intervention on data collection), while the other (ID1056) 

checks personal data disclosure and measures the user’s 

awareness as a timing issue (i.e., how long it takes before 

the user becomes aware of a data disclosure).  

B. RQ2. WHAT ARE THE TYPES OF RESEARCH 
CONDUCTED BY THE STUDIES IDENTIFIED? 

Among the 64 papers, five types of research were found: 

evaluation research, validation research, solution proposal, 

philosophical papers and opinion papers. As shown in 

Table 12, most of the instances of SQC techniques (62.4%) 

have been empirically proven, while the remaining 37.6% 

have not. On the one hand, among the 40 empirically 

proven techniques, only 10 instances have been evaluated 

in a real-world context, while most of them (30 techniques) 

have been merely validated. On the other hand, among the 

non-empirically proven techniques, almost all papers (22 

out of 24) are solution proposals, and of the two remaining 

ones, one is a philosophical paper and the other an opinion 

paper. Note also that 96.8% of contributions (62 out of 64) 

are at least a solution proposal or higher. Accordingly, 

these results clearly suggest that contributions on SQC 

techniques for evaluating privacy aspects tend to be specific 

rather than abstract proposals or only general insights. 

Thus, the majority of papers tend to assess the validity of 

their contributions at least by means of an example to 

illustrate the applicability of the solution. 

Considering the diversity of the techniques studied, we 

analysed the trend of the maturity levels by clustering the 

contributions by the subtype of SQC technique. See Table 

12 and Figure 11. The results showed that, on the one hand, 

formal verification techniques are the least mature, since 

almost all contributions (12 out of 15) have not been 

empirically proven, and only the remaining three instances 

have been validated (but none evaluated in a real context), 

as shown in Figure 11 (a). On the other hand, as shown in 

Figure 11 (e), the combined techniques emerge as the most 

mature approaches since the majority of their instances 

have been empirically proven (10 of the 11) and, in 

addition,  they  have  the  highest  number  of  instances 

empirically  evaluated  in  a  real-world  context  (5  out  of 

10 at this maturity level), four of them in the last five years. 

TABLE 11.  Privacy property addressed by the reported SQC techniques  

 

Privacy property 

Static Dynamic   

Formal 

verification 

Inspection/ 

Review 
Testing Monitoring 

Combined % 

Identifiability 

(0) 
(0) (0) (0) (0) (0) 0% 

Undetectability 
/unobservability 

(0) 

(0) (0) (0) (0) 
 

(0) 
0% 

Unlinkability (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) 0% 

Plausible deniability (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) 0% 

Non-disclosure of 
personal data 

(31) 

ID31, ID120, 

ID1026, ID1039, 

ID1044 
(5) 

ID112, ID134, 

ID266, ID293, 

ID361, ID536, 

ID959, ID1137, 
ID1921, ID2107 

(10) 

ID125, ID164, 

ID174, ID1257, 

ID1911, ID2206 
(6) 

ID1195, 
ID1805, ID2228 

(3) 

ID128, ID1043, 

ID1066, ID1070, 
ID1078, ID1572, 

ID2686 

(7) 

48% 

Awareness/Transparency 
(3) 

(0) 
ID195 

(1) 
ID96, ID1056 

(2) 
(0) (0) 5% 

Intervenability 

(0) 
(0) (0) (0) (0) (0) 0% 

Compliance 

(29) 

ID3, ID17, ID21, 
ID25, ID1166, 

ID1494, ID1684, 

ID1951, ID1992, 
ID2406 

(10) 

ID9, ID13, 

ID34, ID81, 
ID97, ID131, 

ID519 

(7) 

ID199 

(1) 

ID82, ID1029, 
ID1193, 

ID1930, 

ID1948, ID2100 
ID2130 

(7) 

ID5, ID79, ID162, 
ID1051 

(4) 

45% 

Privacy and data 

protection 

(1) 

(0) 
ID1067 

(1) 
(0) (0) (0) 2% 
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In the middle of the two aforementioned techniques, and 

arranged from a higher to a lower maturity level of their 

instances, we found the testing (8 out of 9 empirically 

proven), inspection/review (13 out of 19) and monitoring 

techniques (6 out of 10). Although admittedly only a few 

instances of these three SQC techniques were evaluated in a 

real-world context, most of these contributions tend to be 

proven empirically (27 out of 38). 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 11. Distribution of the number of published papers by the SQC technique and its maturity level 

TABLE 12.  Classification of the SQC techniques according to the maturity level 

 

Maturity level 

Static Dynamic  % 

Formal 

verification 

Inspection/ 

review 
Testing Monitoring 

Combined 
 

Evaluation 
research 

(10) 

(0) 
ID34 

(1) 

ID125, ID174, 
ID2206 

(3) 

ID2228 

(1) 

 

ID79, ID128, 
ID1051, 

ID1078, ID1043 

(5) 

15.6% 

Validation 

research 
(30) 

ID120, ID1494, 

ID1039 
(3) 

ID13, ID81, ID112, 

ID131, ID134, ID266, 

ID293, ID361, ID519, 
ID536, ID959, ID1137 

(12) 

ID96, ID164, 
ID199, ID1056, 

ID1257 

(5) 

ID82, ID1029, 
ID1193, 

ID1195, ID1948 

(5) 

 

ID5, ID162, 

ID1066, 
ID1070, ID2686 

(5) 

46.8% 

Solution proposal 

(22) 

ID3, ID17, ID21, 

ID25, ID31, 
ID1026, ID1044, 

ID1166, ID1684, 

ID1992, ID2406 
(11) 

ID9, ID97, ID195, 
ID1067, ID1921, 

ID2107 

(6) 

(0) 

ID1805,ID2100, 

ID1930, ID2130 
(4) 

ID1572 

(1) 

 
34.4% 

Philosophical 

paper 
(1) 

ID1951 

(1) 
(0) (0) (0) 

 

(0) 1.6% 

Opinion paper 

(1) 
(0) (0) 

ID1911 

(1) 
(0) 

 

(0) 
1.6% 
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C. RQ3.  WHO ARE THE INSTITUTIONS THAT 
CONTRIBUTE MOST IN THIS AREA AND WHAT ARE 
THE VENUES FOR PUBLISHING? 

As for the institutions that have contributed to the state of 

the art of SQC techniques focusing on privacy aspects, a 

total of 95 institutions from 25 different countries have 

published 64 studied papers. We analysed these results in 

terms of the institutions (and their countries) with the 

largest number of contributions in this domain, also 

pointing out the most active in the last five-year period. On 

the one hand, a group of 14 institutions have published two 

or more contributions as shown in Figure 12. Nearly all of 

them could be considered the most potentially active in the 

research domain, as they have published more than one 

paper and at least one of them in the last five years (from 

2015 to 2019). However, we also highlight the appearance 

of new research institutions, which entered the research 

domain with one publication in the last five years. For 

instance, out of a total of 18 contributing institutions that 

published in 2019 (see Figure 13), 14 of them are 

newcomers to the domain. Similarly, of a total of 20 

institutions in 2018, 13 of them are newcomers. These 

results suggest a growing and sustained concern about the 

domain of study by new research institutions mainly in the 

last 5 years. 

On the other hand, from a geographical perspective, the 

top three countries of the organization researching in the 

domain belongs to the United States (24 institutions), 

followed by Germany (16) and China (9). Furthermore, it is 

worth noting that almost half of all contributing institutions 

(45%) are located in the European Union (EU), which can 

be explained by the fact that a significant number of the 

reported SQC techniques are mainly used for privacy 

compliance, focusing on the GDPR principles as shown in 

the results of RQ1.2 (Section IV).  

With respect to the venues for publishing contributions on 

SQC techniques focusing on privacy aspects, there is a 

great diversity in terms of the channels used and the venue 

domains. On the one hand, four channels (journals, 

conferences, symposiums, and workshops) and 44 specific 

venues (10 journals, 28 conferences, 4 symposiums, and 2 

workshops) were identified. 80% of the papers (51 papers) 

were presented through conferences (41 papers), 

symposiums (8 papers), and workshops (2 papers), while 

the remaining 20% (13 papers) were published in journals. 

 

 

 
FIGURE 11. (Continued) Distribution of the number of published papers by the SQC technique and its maturity level 
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Table 13 presents the eight conferences with more than 

one publication and all the journals in which the 

corresponding papers were published (the remaining 39 

conferences with only one publication can be found in the 

replication package). These results show there are a large 

number of venues and four different channels in which 

researchers can publish their contributions on SQC 

techniques focusing on privacy aspects. Furthermore, the 

IEEE International Conference on Trust, Security and 

Privacy in Computing and Communications, Trustcom 

stands out as the venue where the largest number of papers 

has been published, all of them in the last three years.  

V. DISCUSSION   

The evaluation of software-based IS in order to detect 

privacy related anomalies seems to be a promising area of 

research. Having found the first work published in 2000, we 

have identified a growing interest especially in the last five 

years in which we found more than two thirds (72%) of 

papers published. This is also evidenced by the sustained 

growth in the number of institutions researching and 

publishing in the field (Figure 13). 

Some evidence suggests that this growing interest might 

have been stimulated by the appearance of the European 

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). First, the 

initial GDPR proposal was released in 2012, roughly 

aligned with the stepped increase in publications. Second, 

evaluation activities are highlighted in many passages of 

the GDPR, for example Article 42 establishes the need for 

mechanisms to evaluate and demonstrate the compliance of 

the developed IS. Indeed, we found that 37% of SQC 

techniques targeting specification verification derive their 

reference criteria from the GDPR legal framework, 

highlighting its incidence. Finally, almost half of all 

 

FIGURE 12. Institutions with the highest number of papers published in the domain (two or more) 

 

 
FIGURE 13. Distribution of the number of institutions per publishing year  
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contributing research institutions (45%) are located in the 

European Union (EU).  All of this evidence is aligned with 

the findings of a previous work [25] that highlights the 

greatest impact of GDPR although in terms of the amount 

of research work into privacy by design activities.  

The techniques found are of a fairly high level of 

maturity, at least when compared with other subfields of 

privacy engineering [25]. Nearly all techniques (96.8%) fall 

into concrete contributions, i.e. from solution proposal 

upward. However, the level of maturity distinguishes 

between techniques applied in the early ("pre-code") and 

later ("post-code") phases of the software development 

process. On the one hand, techniques falling into post-code 

phases, i.e. static program analysis, testing and monitoring 

are the most mature techniques. This trend can be explained 

because they mostly rely on frameworks for information 

flow analysis already available in the security domain. 

Current research efforts focus on overcoming difficulties 

found in their application in real-world contexts due, for 

example, to the use of obfuscation mechanisms, native 

code, dynamically loaded code, and reflection [11]. On the 

other hand, techniques falling into pre-code phases, such as 

formal verification and model analysis, are less mature. The 

maturity of formal techniques is aligned with results in 

other domains [17] where they have “a limited impact on 

practical software development [as they involve] an 

expensive and complex procedure”. Nevertheless, we 

expect a sustained growth in these pre-code techniques as 

new methods for addressing privacy issues in the early 

stages of the development process (Privacy by Design) 

come about.  

A large number of techniques have targeted mobile 

applications. Apps run on the user (data subject) side and 

therefore involve higher privacy risks due to their ubiquity, 

the vast quantity of the personal data they handle and their 

sensitive nature, as well as the amount of service providers 

involved in the processing (c.f. [71]). Android is the 

dominant platform in the market, open in terms of its source 

code, APIs (Application Programming Interface), and ease 

of access with maximum privileges to the whole operating 

system. Accordingly, research efforts have focused 

primarily on Android applications and research results on 

other mobile platforms such as iOS are scarce. However, 

Zang et al. revealed that while the average Android app 

sends potentially personal data to 3.1 third-party domains, 

the average iOS applications also disclose personal data to 

2.6 third-party domains [72], highlighting the need to 

diversify research efforts. State-of-the-art techniques 

focusing on the Android OS could serve as a basis for 

adapting and applying them to the other Android-based IS 

e.g. Android Auto or Wear OS. However, further efforts are 

required to port them to evaluate iOS applications as the 

available techniques are currently highly dependent on 

Android specificities.   

Modern privacy paradigms, such as contextual integrity 

[10], are starting to be considered, particularly in recipient-

side IS. Traditional privacy paradigms such as privacy as 

confidentiality [9] rely on the binary criterion that any 

exposure of personal data outside the IS leads to a privacy 

violation. However, this binary criterion is insufficient 

when certain flows of personal data are, for example, 

expected and authorised by the data subject. In such cases, 

the detection of a privacy-related anomaly rather than being 

absolute requires more contextual information to be 

considered. Privacy as contextual integrity considers five 

key elements to define the privacy context: (1) the type of 

personal data; (2) the data subject to whom the personal 

data refers; (3) the sender and (4) the receiver of personal 

data acting in a particular capacity or role; and, (5) the 

transmission principles that constrain a flow (e.g. consent 

of the data subject). We have found only three works 

considering the sender of the personal data in user-side IS, 

and the receiver or the alignment with transmission 

principles is either overlooked or barely mentioned. On the 

other hand, context-aware techniques are most visible in the 

recipient-side IS where (un-)allowed flows of personal data 

are defined in terms of the sender, the receiver, or the role 

of these entities (ID3, ID17, ID25, ID82, ID1029, ID1051, 

ID1193, ID1494, ID1684), and the transmission principle 

(ID21, ID1948, ID2130, ID5). These context-aware SQC 

techniques are based on annotating the source code and 

TABLE 13. Papers by top conference and journals  

 

Venue # 
Papers 

Type 

IEEE International Conference on 

Trust, Security and Privacy in 
Computing and Communications, 

Trustcom 

4 Conference 

Annual ACM Symposium on Applied 

Computing, SAC 

2 Symposium 

Annual Privacy Forum, APF 2 Conference 

IEEE International Conference on 
Cloud Computing Technology and 

Science, CloudCom 

2 Conference 

ACM Conference on Data and 

Application Security and Privacy, 
CODASPY 

2 Conference 

IEEE International Conference on 

Computer and Communications, ICCC 

2 Conference 

Computers and Security 2 Journal 

Mobile Information Systems 2 Journal 

IEEE Access 1 Journal 

Journal of Information Security and 
Applications 

1 Journal 

Journal of Web Semantics 1 Journal 

Neurocomputing 1 Journal 

IEEE Transactions on Information 

Forensics and Security 

1 Journal 

Transactions on Data Privacy 1 Journal 

IEEE Transactions on Mobile 
Computing 

1 Journal 

IEEE Transactions on Software 

Engineering 

1 Journal 
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logging program traces, which require a privacy-by-design 

mindset to consider these elements from the onset of the 

project. 

All in all, the majority of these context-aware SQC 

techniques focus on establishing that personal data flows 

are aligned with a given privacy policy, and assume that 

this policy complies with a certain regulation, e.g. GDPR. 

Unfortunately, this is not always the case, particularly for 

mobile applications [73]. As a result, these techniques are 

not assessing any privacy-related anomaly but just 

compliance with their own privacy policies. We therefore 

strongly emphasise that these techniques should carry out 

more rigorous assessments of both privacy policy and 

regulatory compliance. We argue that an evaluation 

pipeline should be built involving interdisciplinary 

knowledge, including evaluation criteria supported by legal 

and not just technical interpretations. Some research 

explicitly highlights the need to incorporate 

interdisciplinary knowledge into the evaluation pipeline 

(ID17, ID1051), while other research includes a preliminary 

interdisciplinary analysis (ID21, ID25). 

Finally, the combination of different SQC techniques 

appears to be a promising evolution path to improve 

precision, efficiency and coverage ([11][13][14]). Their 

adoption in the privacy realm still remains low (17%) when 

compared with other SQC techniques, although aligned 

with their adoption in other fields e.g. security (15%, as for 

[11]). Despite this small rate, almost half of these 

techniques (5 out of 11) have been used and evaluated in 

real-world contexts, as they seem to provide better results 

than the application of individual, isolated techniques. Most 

of the combinations integrate static program analysis with 

testing techniques. Static program analysis leads to over-

approximations, inter alia, for analysing the entire code, 

which tends to generate occasional false positives. In 

contrast, testing leads to under-approximations, as it is 

difficult to cover all the code because of the resources 

required, which tends to generate false negatives. 

Therefore, the two approaches are used complementarily to 

improve results in terms of precision, coverage and 

effectiveness.  

VI. THREATS TO VALIDITY 

This section discusses the potential threats to validity of this 

SMS along with the actions we have taken in order to 

mitigate or minimize them. Although we carefully followed 

the SMS process in order to minimize the threats to the 

validity of the results and conclusions drawn in this paper, 

there are some threats that we faced at their different stages 

that deserve further discussion. 

A. CONSTRUCT VALIDITY 

When defining the scope of the SMS, we faced a lack of 

consensus when researchers refer to the domain dealing 

with techniques for detecting anomalies in software 

artefacts. These techniques are considered in some works to 

be part of the Software Quality Assurance domain (e.g. 

[13]), but in others to be part of the Software Quality 

Control domain (e.g. [1]). SWEBOK’s definitions, 

however, state that although the ultimate goal of SQA and 

SQC is to ensure that software systems meet quality 

requirements, SQA focuses the evaluation on the software 

development process, while SQC focuses on the software 

artefacts themselves [1]. Although this study is clearly 

circumscribed to the latter, we did not exclude the former 

terms (and others such as verification and validation), but 

included them in the search string in order to cover all of 

the related papers, generating an initial pool of 13,180 

papers. It mitigated the risk that the study setting does not 

reflect the construct under study, at the cost of adding 

additional manual efforts mainly when applying the 

inclusion and exclusion criteria. 

When formulating the strategy for paper selection, we 

were faced with two threats regarding the completeness of 

the study, i.e. whether both (1) the database search strategy 

and (2) the search string enabled all relevant papers to be 

retrieved. On the one hand, for dealing with the former, we 

used the Scopus database since it enables us to find the 

most suitable and complete high-quality refereed research 

literature for our research. As already mentioned, Scopus 

indexes high-quality peer-reviewed papers from the most 

relevant digital libraries for computer science, including 

journal and conference papers from IEEE Xplore, Springer 

Link, Science Direct, and ACM. On the other hand, for 

dealing with validity threats regarding the search string (i.e. 

missing keywords leading to the exclusion of relevant 

papers), we (1) used well-known standards, vocabularies 

and taxonomies in the research field, and (2) carried out a 

four-iteration validation against 20 papers provided by a 

senior privacy researcher. The final search string was the 

conjunction of the three research domains (software quality 

control, privacy, and software-based IS) and each of them 

was, in turn, represented as a disjunction of domain-related 

terms, as further explained in Section III-B.  

Finally, despite the actions taken, we are aware that our 

study has limitations mainly related to coverage. The number 

of candidate papers might have been affected because (1) the 

search string might not be complete and might require 

additional or alternative terms, (2) only one search strategy 

was used to select the candidate papers, and (3) the candidate 

papers have been filtered by the number of citations. We 

recognize that these issues can be improved, for instance, 

using further thesauri, using other search strategies such as 

snowballing, or by using more lax criteria for the number of 

citations. However, considering the significant number of 

candidate papers (13,180), we consider that our results and 

findings are valuable for providing researchers and 

practitioners  with an overview of the state of the art of SQC 

techniques focused on privacy aspects.  

B. INTERNAL VALIDITY 

Individual researcher’s bias in (1) deciding whether to 

include or exclude a candidate paper, (2) classifying it 

according to the built scheme, and (3) analyzing the results is 
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an internal threat inherent in the study that could lead to 

biased or erroneous conclusions. We took two main actions 

to minimize this threat: we standardized the criteria across 

the research team to ensure a similar understanding, and we 

cross-checked the papers so that each was reviewed by at 

least two researchers. In the following subsections we further 

elaborate on the specific actions carried out during the 

aforementioned tasks.  

Regarding the application of inclusion and exclusion 

criteria during the screening procedure, the research team 

(one senior privacy researcher and two PhD privacy 

researchers) carried out an iterative pilot, aimed at validating 

the criteria as well as normalizing their understanding, and 

only passed to the main screening after obtaining a 91% 

success rate and a high rate of the Krippendorff’s alpha 

coefficient (0.748). Furthermore, as explained in detail in 

Section III-C, in the first two stages of the main screening 

(screening based on title and abstract), 10% of the papers 

were reviewed by at least two researchers, while in the full-

text screening, all the papers were reviewed by two 

researchers in order to ensure the inter-coder reliability. In 

fact, the full-text screening consisted of a mandatory and an 

adaptive approach (i.e., the title, abstract, introduction and 

conclusions were mandatory, but the section explaining the 

SQC technique was also read, if necessary), thus striving to 

ensure adequate depth reading and preventing relevant papers 

from being mistakenly omitted and, inversely, some 

irrelevant ones being mistakenly included.   

As for the classification procedure, much effort was made 

to build a collectively exhaustive classification scheme in 

order to consistently classify the 64 papers. Thus, it was built 

using existing recognized classifications and refining it 

iteratively through a three-iteration pilot conducted by all 

members of the research team, making sure that each was 

reviewed by at least two researchers, discussing in detail and 

agreeing when divergences appeared.  In addition, a 

mandatory and an adaptive depth reading approach, similar 

to the full-text screening, was carried out in order to ensure a 

sufficient reading level before classifying a paper and to 

avoid misclassification.  

Finally, to analyze the results and draw the conclusions, we 

rely on the collective results of the research team rather than 

individual researcher interpretations. Therefore, the graphs 

were generated directly from the team classification results, 

and the findings and conclusions were drawn from the 

explicit observations and trends. In this sense, on the basis of 

the public online replication package, which include both 

individual and team results, our findings can be traced 

directly to the classification results and can be both 

reproduced and validated by other researchers.  

C. EXTERNAL VALIDITY 

A lack of consensus when researchers refer to the domain 

addressed in this study (e.g., software quality control vs. 

software quality assurance) might lead to an erroneous 

generalization in our findings. The results and conclusions of 

this SMS are only valid for the techniques that fall within the 

scope defined in Section III-A, i.e. techniques to detect 

privacy-related anomalies in software-based information 

systems. We have made great efforts to set up the SMS 

protocol systematically —through a detailed definition of the 

research questions, inclusion and exclusion criteria and 

classification scheme— and applying it to ensure that general 

conclusions are valid irrespective of the lack of consensus 

highlighted. Accordingly, our conclusions do not apply to 

techniques focusing only on anomaly mitigation rather than 

anomaly detection; or techniques whose object under 

evaluation is not a software-based IS, but privacy policies, 

business processes, network and cryptographic protocols, or 

datasets in isolation (see Section III-C for more details). 

Indeed, the exclusive focus on software-based IS explains to 

some extent the results on the privacy property targeted by 

the SQC techniques.  

The papers found focus almost exclusively on assessing 

personal data disclosure and compliance, while the other 

privacy properties are underrepresented or do not appear at 

all. For instance, we found few contributions targeting 

transparency/awareness. This can be explained because 

privacy policies in isolation are out of the scope of our study 

(we focus on software-based IS), yet privacy policies are 

widely used to inform users on privacy practices [74]. 

Something similar occurs with the properties of 

identifiability, undetectability and unlinkability. The first two 

properties are related to anonymization or obfuscation 

algorithms (c.f. [41][42]), while unlinkability is related to 

cryptographic algorithms and protocols (c.f. [51][52]). Both 

algorithms and protocols are out of the scope of this study, 

and thus have therefore also been excluded. 

VII. RELATED WORK 

To the best of our knowledge, there are currently no 

systematic mapping studies, surveys or reviews that fall into 

the intersection of the three domains specified in the scope of 

this study (i.e. software quality control, software-based IS, 

and privacy). We found secondary studies related to the 

intersection of the first two domains but either 1) bounded to 

a specific SQC technique and not focusing on privacy (c.f. 

[13] [14]) or 2) bounded to a specific, different quality 

attribute (c.f. [11][12]). Thus, they are complementary to 

ours as they do not address privacy and do not cover 

techniques that can be applied throughout the entire software 

development process. The following paragraphs describe 

these related works in more detail. 

Garousi et al. carried out a systematic mapping study in the 

field of SQC techniques but focused specifically on testing 

techniques applied in web applications to evaluate security 

aspects [12]. It is worth mentioning that we actually found 

several works similar to Garousi’s survey in the literature 

(c.f. [75][76]); however, we will only refer to this one to 

explain the similarities and differences with our SMS, which 
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can be generalized to the others. Garousi et al., similar to 

ours, surveyed techniques aimed at detecting anomalies in 

software-based IS, although they only focus on the testing 

techniques, which is only one of the six subtypes of 

techniques we have addressed in our systematic mapping. 

Most importantly, they studied techniques aimed at detecting 

security-related anomalies, and is narrowed down to web 

applications only. Our SMS, on the other hand, focuses on 

privacy and data protection aspects and it is domain-agnostic, 

hence it includes web domain software systems and mobile 

applications, among others. 

Another closer mapping study has been carried out by 

Elberzhager et al. [13], covering domain-agnostic software-

based IS and is not bounded to a particular quality attribute. 

Elberzhager et al.  carried out their study in a group of 51 

papers that reported on combined techniques. None of the 11 

combined techniques we studied were included in 

Elberzhager’s pool of papers, as that survey was conducted 

in 2012, and 10 out of the 11 combined techniques of our 

pool were published from 2013 onwards. Our pool also did 

not include any of these papers, as they do not address the 

privacy attribute. Li et al. [14] have also carried out a 

systematic review on static analysis of Android applications 

without focusing on a particular quality attribute. Based on a 

pool of 124 papers, they answered, inter alia, which kinds of 

anomalies are detected by these techniques in mobile 

applications. Thus, there are four papers (ID1044, ID1070, 

ID1921, ID2107) also included in our pool of papers. Both 

stand out because static program analysis is only a subtype of 

the SQC technique used to detect privacy-related anomalies, 

so we have also addressed model-based privacy analysis and 

dynamic techniques.  

Finally, Sadegui et al. have published the most recent 

related research [11]. They systematically studied static, 

dynamic and hybrid techniques for the security assessment of 

Android applications. Although they focused on the security 

aspects, there are 6 papers that have also been analyzed in 

our study (ID1026, ID1066, ID1070, ID1911, ID1921, 

ID2107), which have been categorized by the authors as 

grayware because they can exfiltrate any personal data (we 

call them defect detection). However, as can be seen in 

Section II-A-2, defect detection is only one of the objectives 

of  SQC techniques that address privacy. In addition, there 

are a significant number of techniques pursuing specification 

verification that have not been studied by Sadeghi’s survey.  

Furthermore, in contrast to that survey, our SMS is not 

limited to mobile applications. 

All in all, our SMS differs from all the aforementioned 

surveys in the way that we address SQC techniques applied 

throughout the entire software development lifecycle and, 

most importantly, it focuses exclusively on privacy aspects. 

We believe that the aforementioned surveys (as well as other 

similar ones) and our SMS are complementary and all of 

them provide a better view on the landscape of SQC 

techniques addressing miscellaneous quality attributes. 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

The major result of this systematic mapping study is the 

identification and classification of existing SQC techniques 

that detect privacy-related anomalies during the development 

process of software-based IS. For researchers, we have 

provided an overview of research efforts on the different 

types and subtypes of SQC techniques used throughout the 

software development process, highlighting the targeted 

privacy properties, analyzing some research trends, and 

identifying main research institutions and publication venues. 

For both researchers and practitioners, we showed the 

specific targeted software artefacts to which the SQC 

techniques can be applied, as well as the conditions or 

criteria used to detect anomalies. The level of maturity of the 

different techniques is also shown, highlighting those that 

could be closer to their application in practice.  

Our future work points towards improving the coverage and 

precision in assessing privacy compliance, particularly in 

data subject-side information systems e.g. mobile apps. For 

that, we are leveraging upon the combination of different 

techniques, which has demonstrated to be a promising path 

according to the findings described, and the application of 

interdisciplinary knowledge to move beyond policy 

compliance and towards truly privacy compliance. 
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